Teacher’s manual

Topic: Discover the forests of Borneo
Target group: Group 7/8
Subjects: World Orientation & Dutch
Duration: 60 min. (15 min. video + 45 min. Independent work)
Developed by: The Borneo Initiative

- Material
  → work sheets
  → writing supplies
  → answer sheet

- Purpose
  The introductory lesson is intended to introduce the forest of Borneo to the students and to playfully let them make the connection between their own experience and their choices, and the ecosystem of the tropical rainforest.

- Preparation
  The lesson includes three worksheets. You print a set of worksheets for all students in your group (preferably one-sided, full A4 format). Possibly also an answer sheet per table.
  We recommend that you first go through the worksheets yourself. With the worksheets, the students independently make a number of assignments. You can also choose to treat the worksheets (completely or partially) in class.

- Lesson plan

work sheets
The students work independently on the assignments.

evaluation
The students can check their work using the answer sheet. If necessary, discuss their choices in class.

Do you have questions about the content and execution of the lesson, or other comments?
Please contact The Borneo Initiative: info@theborneoinitiative.org

For more information, please visit our website: https://theborneoinitiative.org